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Abstract 
It is known that LK, a system of propositional sequent calculus, without a cut rule (written in 
tree form) does not p-simulate LK with a full cut rule (written in tree form) [1,6]. It is also 
known that LK with a full cut rule in tree-form p-simulates LK in DAG form. In this paper, we 
show that LK (in tree form) with a cut rule, where the complexity of cut formulas is bounded by 
(k + 1) has an exponential speed-up over the one bounded by k. We also show that LK (in tree 
form) with a bounded complexity cut rule does not polynomially simulate cut-free LK in DAG 
form. 
1. Syntax and rules of propositional calculus 
The subject of this paper is the study of the complexity of Gentzen-style systems for 
propositional calculus in tree form. As summarized in [7], many questions of relative 
strength (up to polynomial) weaker than Frege (or equivalently Gentzen system with 
a full cut rule) have been settled through enthusiastic research carried out in the recent 
years in this field. This enthusiasm originates mainly in two sources: first in the NP =? 
co-NP problem. If there exists a super system for propositional calculus, namely if 
there is a formal proof system and a polynomial function p such that every tautology 
of size n is provable by a proof of size p(n), then NP = co-NP. The second source is the 
automated reasoning. We already know that neither resolution nor cut-free Gentzen 
system is super [3, S]. Unfortunately, more powerful systems uch as Frege system are 
not yet applicable for automated reasoning: we cannot efficiently predict what kind of 
formulas appear in the shortest proof of a theorem only from the construction of the 
statement of the theorem. 
Gentzen system in tree form with “restricted” cut rule must be counted as one of the 
most reasonable systems for automated reasoning, though not many articles mention 
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its relative efficiency [4]. In this paper, we study Gentzen systems from the view point 
of the complexity of cut-formulas, introduce a hierarchy, and discuss questions of 
relative efficiency. The main proof is based upon a purely proof-theoretic argument, 
not like those in [3,4,8]. In those articles, they use a combinatorial technique to show 
how the size of the proofs will grow. On the contrary, we give a traditional construc- 
tive method to perceive what kind of and how many sequents would appear in the 
proofs. 
The following is a Gentzen style sequent calculus: 
LK consists of a set of symbols, called languages, and a set of inference rules. 
Most of the definitions and notations used in this paper are adapted from [l]. 
Definition 1. 
Language: 
(1) Propositional variables: pl, pz, p3, . . . . 
(2) Propositional connectives: 1, A, v and 1 
(3) Constants: T, I 
(4) Parenthesis 
(5) Sequent connective: --) 
(6) Comma 
Propositional variables are also called atomic formulas. Formulas, cedents, sequents, 
antecedents and succedents are defined as usual. 
An inference is the deduction of a sequent from a set of sequents. An inference is 
denoted pictorially by 
B BC 
- or - 
A A’ 
The rules of propositional calculus are listed below. r, II, A and A are used to denote 
cedents, and A and B are arbitrary formulas. 
The following are the ten inference rules of LK. 
Inference rules: 
(1) [Structural rule] 
l?-A 
l-*+A*’ 
where II* 2 II as a set. 
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(4) [ A; Left] (5) [A; Right] 
A,r+A 
and 
B,I+A r+A,A I+A,B 
AAB,I’+A Ar\B,T+A T+A,Ar\B 
(6) [ v ; Left] 
A,r-+A B,IY-+A 
AvB,T+A 





r, n+ A, A ’ 





(9) [ 1; Right] 
A, I- + A, B 
lY-tA,AIB 
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where A is called the cut-formula of this inference. Especially, A appearing in the right 
(left) upper sequent is called the right (left) cut-formula (respectively). 
LK is the system with a language and the ten inference rules given above. Inference 
rules (2) to (9) are called logical inferences. LK without the last inference rule, cut, is 
called cut-free LK. LK with cut rule in which the cut formula is restricted to have < n 
occurrences of propositional connectives, is denoted LKn. In particular, LK with 
atomic formula cut is called LKO. 
A proof is a rooted tree of sequents written so that the root of the tree is at the 
bottom. The leaves of trees are called initial sequents which must be in one of the forms 
+ T, I + , A --) A, where A is an arbitrary atomic formula. The root of trees is called 
end sequent. Any other sequent in the tree together with the sequents immediately 
above it must form a valid inference. A part of a proof which itself forms a proof is 
called a subproof of the proof. Predecessors, uccessors, ancestors and descendants in
proofs are defined as usual. 
Definition 2. The size of a proof is the number of occurrences of symbols (including 
the symbols used in the subscripts of propositional variables) in the proof. The size of 
a proof P is denoted 1 PI. 
The length of a proof is the number of sequents in the proof. The length of a proof 
P is denoted by len(P). 
For example, the size of pi,,,, + pioo is 9. 
Definition 3. A propositional proof system g p-simulates a propositional proof system 
f iff there exists a polynomial q such that for every tautology A and for every f-proof 
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p of A, there is a g-proof P’ of A such that 
lp’l < 44). 
For example, a system g p-simulates another systemfiff g is not less effective thanfas 
a proof system. 
Our goal in this paper is to show that our hierarchy is proper: for every n 2 0, LKn 
does not p-simulate LK(n + 1). 
2. The hierarchy of LK is proper 
In [l], Buss modified the results by Statman [6] and Takeuti by presenting a more 
elegant proof to show that LK without a cut rule does not p-simulate LK with a full 
cut rule. We extend the result by introducing a refined version of Buss and Takeuti’s 
tautologies [l] so that we can show that there exists an exponential gap from LKn to 
LK(n + 1) for every n. 
Theorem 1. For any 12 1 and arbitrary large m, there exists a valid sequent r -+ A of 
size m such that: 
(a) r --f A has a proof in LKl of size O(m’). 
(b) Any LK(1 - 1) proof of r + A has 2 2*” sequents. 
Proof. Let c{ (i,j = 1,2, . ..) be proportional variables and let k = 1 + 1. We define 
Gi = i/ c:, Fi = i Gh, 
h=1 II=1 
Ai=& Aj+I=Fi~cj+I. 
Let r, + A,, be Vz= i A: , . . . , Vi= 1 A,h_ 1, V,“= 1 Ai + c,‘, c,“. Note that our convention 
for serial conjunction is associated from left to right. It is easily shown that I r, + A, I is 
0(n2). 
Lemma 1((a) of Theorem 1). r,, + A, has a proof in LK(k - 1) of size 0(n4). 
Proof. Gnml, .. . . G1, r, + A, has a cut-free proof of size O(n3). Similarly, for any 
m<n,G - n In,..‘? GI, r,-,+I + G,-,+I has a cut-free proof of length O(m), and each 
sequent has O(d) symbols. Hence, G, _ ,,,, . . . , G1, r,_ ,,, + 1 --+ G, _,,, + 1 has a cut-free 
proof of size 0(n3). By putting these sequents together with cuts whose cut-formulas 
are G,_l, . . . . G1 (Note that the number of propositional connectives in Gi is k - 1.) 
and structural inferences, we get rl, r,, . . . , r,, + A,,. 
After adding some structural inferences, we get an LK(k - 1) proof of r, + A, 
whose size is 0(n4). 
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Lemma 2 (Buss). If P is a cut-free proof of A v B, r + A then there exists a cut-free 
proof P’ of B, r + A with 1 P’( < ) PI and len(P’) < len(P). 
Proof. Find all the ancestors of the indicated A v B. Change them to B. The result 
may fail to be a proof. Discard some unnecessary v : left inferences to obtain a proper 
cut-free proof P’ of B, r + A. 
Lemma 3 (Buss). If P is a cut-free proof of lY --t A, A A B then there is a cut-free proof P’ 
of r + A, A with 1 P’I < I PI and len(P’) < len(P). 
Lemma 4 (Buss). Zf P is a cut-free proof of A 3 B, r + A, then there exist cut-free 
proofs PI and Pz of B, r + A and r + A, A with I PiI < 1PI and len(PJ < len(P). 
Lemma 5. If P is a cut-free proof of 1 A, r + A, then there exists a cut-free proof of P 
of r+ A, A with [P’l < IPI and len(P’) < len(P). 
We also need the following lemmas to prove the second half of the theorem. 
Lemma 6. Suppose that lcl A~C~ 3 B v C is a tautology, and that neither 
7c1 A 1 c2 I B nor lcl A 7c2 1 C is a tautology. Then, neither B 1 cl v c2 nor 
C 3 c1 v c2 is a tautology. 
Lemma 7. Let A be a formula. Suppose that A I> cl v c2 is not a tautology. Let V denote 
the set of the variables occurring in A other than cl and c2. For a truth assignment 71, 
A(n) denote the formula obtained by replacing every occurrence of a E V by n(a) in A. 
Then, there exists a 71 such that 1 cl A 1 c2 3 A(n) is a tautology. 
Proof. Since A I cl v c2 is not a tautology, there exists 7t from V to {T, I} such that 
A(n) (cl/l, c2/l) is true where A(n) (cl/l, c2/l_) is a formula obtained by substituting 
I for every occurrence of cl and c2 in A(n). Then, icl ~1 c2 1 A(n) is obviously 
a tautology. 
Lemma 8. Suppose that B and C are formulas consisting of T, I, cl and c2. 
(1) Zf icl A ic2 3 B v C is a tautology, then either 1 cl hic2 3 B or 
i cl A i c2 3 C is a tautology. 
(2) If B A C I> c1 v c2 is a tautology, then either B 3 cl v c2 or C 1 cl v c2 is a tautol- 
ogy. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Lemma 9((b) of Theorem 1). Any LK(k - 2) proof of r,+ A. has 2 2[n/(k-1)l-1 
sequents. 
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Proof. LetPbeanLKproofofr+A,andA,,..., A, be the list of all cut-formulas in 
P. Replacing cut inferences in P by appropriate v: left inferences, we can obtain 
a cut-free LK proof P’ of AI v 1 A ,,...,A,vlA,,r+Asuchthatlen(P’)<2len(P). 
Claim 1. Suppose that every cut-free LK proof of II, l-_-t A has > 2m sequents when 
ll is a jinite sequence of tautologies in the form Avl A such that at most (k - 1) 
variables appear in the formula A. Then every LK(k - 2) proof of I? -+ A has > m 
sequents. 
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary LK(k - 2) proof of I- + A. Replace every cut inference 
appearing in P, say 
by a combination of structural rules, 1: left and v: left 
Not more than (k - 1) variables appear in the cut-formula A since P is an 
LK(k - 2) proof. Hence, we get a cut-free proof P’ of II, r -+ A: 
len(PI) < 2 len(P). 
Generalizing the claim stated above, we have the following, 
Claim 2. Suppose that any cut-free proof of II,, AI, rj --) Aj, 112, A2 has 2 2flck-‘) 
sequents when l-II, IIIz, A1 and AZ satisfy the following conditions; 
(1) II, and A1 are finite sequences offormulas. For every formula A in II, and Al, 
-I cf A cj” 3 A is a tautology. 
(2) rIz and fi, are jinite sequence of formulas. For every formula A in II2 and AZ, 
A 2 cj’ v c; I> A is a tautology. 
(3) For every formula A in ll, and II,, the number of variables occurring in A is less 
than k. 
(4) A variable occurring in A1 or A2 is either cj or cf. 
Then, every LK(k - 2) proof of rj + Aj has 2 2b’(k-1)1-1 sequents. 
Proof. Obvious from Claim 1. 
In the following, II,, II,, A1 and A2 denote finite sequences of formulas that satisfy 
the condition of claim 2 for some j = 1, . . . . n. 
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Now we show that every cut-free LK proof of II,, 121, F,, --, A,,, lT2, AZ has 
>, 2”ltk- ‘) sequents by induction on ~1. The induction step is based on the fact that for 
eachj < n, every cut-free LK proof of II,, Ai, Fj+ Aj, l-f,, A, has 2 2”k-1) sequents 
if II,, AI, IT*, A2 possess the required property. 
Let P be a cut-free proof of II,, AI, F, --) An, IT,, AZ with the fewest possible 
number of sequents. Let J be the last nonstructural inference of P. The principal 
formula of J is one of Vi= r A! or a formula in II,, FIz, A1 or AZ. 
Case 1: Suppose that the principal formula of J is Ei = V”,= 1 AT for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 
and E, = V,“= 1 Ai. We follow Buss’s original proof. (WLOG) J is of the form: 
&,rtl,Al,El,..., Ei-I,-&+1 I..., E.+c.‘,c,%n2.A2 V~=~Al,II~,A& ,..., E~-~,E;+I,...,E,~c~,c.~,~~,A* 
VLAZ,ILA,,E ,,..., E~-~,E,+~ ,..., E,+c.~,~,ILA~ 
Let sr (sz) be the left (right) upper sequent of this inference. It suffices to show that any 
cut-free proof PI (R,) of s1 (sz) can be shortened to get a proof of fiI, AI, F,_ 1 --) A,,_ r, 
fiz, ff, with fewer sequents in the proof for some fir, AI, l%, and A, satisfying the 
condition of Claim 1 and Claim 2 for (n - 1). Then, 
len(P) > len(P1) + len(R1) 
>, 2len(shortest proof of isI, AI, F,,-, + An-l, fiz, A,) 
2 2.2”-l/U-l) 2 2n/(k-1). 
(WLOG) We assume that i = n. Other cases can be similarly proved [l]. RI is 
a cut-free proof of AZ, IT,, AI, El, . . . . En- 1 + c,l, c,Z, 112, A,. From the definition, 
Ai2,r = Pi 2 CF+“+l* By Lemma 4, RI can be shortened to a cut-free proof R2 of 
III,AI,EI ,..., E,-1~c,l,c,Z,n2,hz,F,_1 withlen(R,)<len(R,). 
Since F,_ 1 = /jiL : Gh and by Lemma 3, there is a cut-free proof R3 of 
~,,A,,E,,...,E,-,-,c,~,c,~,~I~,A~, \j c” -1 with len(R,) < len(R,). 
h=l 
Replace every occurrence of cl by c”,_~ in R, to get a cut-free proof R4 of 
lT:,AT,E, ,..., Eh_-l-f~,1_1,~,2_1,nb,A~, t c:_r. 
h=l 
len(R4) = len(R3). By Lemma 1, it can be shortened to a cut-free proof R5 of 
fit, AT, F,_ 1 -+ An_ 1, TQ, AY,Vk=rc;-1 with len(R,) < len(R,). Replace every 
occurrence of ci_ 1 (h = 3 , . . . . k) by c,‘_ 1 in R5 and delete unnecessary inferences 
to get a proof R6 of II?, A?, F,_, + An-r, ill, AZ, where A, is 122, Vzzl c”,_r. 
len(R6) < len(R& Note that TIT, AT, II: and A, satisfy the condition in Claim 2 for 
(n - 1). 
Similarly, PI can be shortened to a proof of RI, WI, F,_ 1 + A,_1, fIz, A,. 
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Case 2: Suppose that the principal formula of J is A E lT1. There are three cases 
according to the outermost propositional connective of A. 
(2.1) Either A is 1 B or B A C. Then, the upper sequent of J is also in the form 
IT,, AI, r, --) A,,, JI12, AZ for some suitable IT,, LIZ, AI and AZ. 
(2.2) A is B v C. 
(2.2.1) Either I c,’ A 1 cl I B or 1 c,’ A 1 c.” is a tautology. 
Suppose the former is the case. Then, the subproof up to the left upper sequent of 
J is in the form II,, AI, I-, -+ An, LIZ, A2 for some suitable II,, TI,, A1 and AZ. Let new 
P denote the subproof and let new J the last nonstructural inference of (new) P. 
The latter case can be handled in a similar manner. 
(2.2.2) Neither leg A c,f I B nor lc,’ A -IC,” 2 C is a tautology. 
By Lemma 6, neither B I cf v c,” nor C I c,’ v c.’ is a tautology. 
Consider the subproof PI up to the left upper sequent of J. 
Suppose that {cf;, . . . , cf;} is the list of variables other than c,’ and cl occurring in 
B (j < k). Pick {CC’, . . . . c?} SO that c?$ {c::, . . . . cfjj} and mi = VIM, for li = li,. 
(WLOG) mi = 1 for all i. By Lemma 1 to Lemma 5, PI can be shortened to a proof of 
cirl, .. . . c;, B, 1=11, AI, HI, . . . . Hn_j+ c,‘, cz, 112, AZ where HI )...) Hn-jE {E, ,..., En) - 
{E,p . . . . El,} (see [l] for the detail). Replace every subformula Pi by /ja;i __, I )Gh After 
some modification, we obtain a cut-free proof Pz of c,!~, . . . . ck, B,, sI, ‘A,, AI, . .., 
Hn_j + CA, c,f, l&, AZ. Note that cfl, . . . , ~6 do not occur in B, Al, E?;, e.. 3 fin-j or 122. 
Replace every occurrence of ciI, . . . , cfj by T in Pz. We obtain a proof P3 of 
whose length is less than len(Pr). 
By Lemma 7, there exists an assignment rc from {cf;, . .., cf;} to {T, I} so that 
1 c,’ A 1 cl I B(x) is a tautology. Replace every occurrence of ct by rc(cf;) in P3 to 
obtain P4. Then, we have len(PJ < len(P,). Renaming variables, we obtain a cut-free 
proof P, of III, AI, lY_j+ An-j, II,, A2 for some TIr, LIZ, A, and A2 satisfying the 
condition of claim 2 for n - j. 
The subproof RI up to the right upper sequent of J can be also shortened to a 
cut-free proof RT of TI,, AI, r,_i + An-i, fI12, AZ for some i < k. 
len(P) > len(P,) + len(RT) 
By the induction hypothesis, 
2 2(n-_iMk-U + 2@-M-1) 2 2.2’ - n max(j,i))/(k-1) = 2(n+k-max(j,i)-l)/(k-1) 2 y/(k-1) 
(2.3) A is B 1 C. This case can be handled in a manner similar to (2.2). 
Case 3: Suppose that the principal formula of J is a formula A E l12. This case can be 
handled in a manner similar to Case 2. 
Case 4: Suppose that the principal formula of J is a formula A E A1 
(4.1). Suppose that J is either (1: left) or (A: left). Then, the upper sequent of J is also 
in the form TI,, Al, r, --f A,,, II,, AZ for some suitable II,, II,, Al and AZ. Let new 
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P denote the subproof up to the upper sequent of J, and new J the last logical inference 
of (new) P. 
(4.2). Suppose that J is ( v: left). Then, A is in the form B v C. J is in the form 
1 p2 
ByLemma8,eitherlc,lAlc,2 2 Borlc,‘r\lc,Z 2 Cisatautology.Iftheformer 
(latter) is the case, let new P denote the subproof PI (P2), and let new J the last logical 
inference of new P. 
(4.3). Suppose that J is ( ~3 : left). This case can be handled as a combination of (4.1) 
and (4.2). 
Case 5: Suppose that the principal formula of J is a formula A E AZ. 
This case can be handled in a manner similar to Case 4. 0 
It is sensible to emphasize again that our proof is carried out without any combina- 
torial argument, hough we are dealing with a system containing cut inferences. Namely, 
we can naturally perceive what kind and how many sequents will appear in a proof of 
r,, + A,, by following the argument given above. 
To express the result expressed in terms of computational complexity, we restate this 
theorem as a corollary. 
Corollary 1. LK(k + 1) has an exponential speed-up over LKk for any k > 0. 
We have shown the existence of exponential gaps from LKk to LK(k + 1) for all 
k > 0. Our method is not applicable to show whether there exists a gap from cut-free 
LK to LKO. We need a different sequence of tautologies to show it. Cook and Reckhow 
[2] gave a class of hard examples for analytic tableaux, where analytic tableaux is 
a propositional proof system introduced by Smullyan [S]. 
Let p:*...* (& . . . + are sequence of i k’s) be propositional variables. Define 
Tm={ +p’v *pi... v +p~+...*}.where +pmeanspand -pmeanslp,andthe 
subscript of pi is a string of i - 1 + or --)s corresponding to the sequence of signs of 
the preceding p’, j < i. For example, 
G = {P1,lP1} 
7’2 = {P~VP:,P’V~P 2+,1p1vpZ,1p1v1p2_} 
T = p’vp: vp3,+,p1v1p: vp:_,1p1vp2_vp3-+,1p1v1p2 VP?_, 
3 
i plvp2, vlp:+,plvlp: v1p:_,1p1vp2 v1p3+,1p1v1pz- v1pL i 
Note that the number of symbols appearing in T, is about (2m)2”. They showed that 
there exists a polynomial size tree resolution refutation of T, though every analytic 
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tableau for T, must have at least 2”” nodes, where c > 0 is some constant indepen- 
dent of m. Let Fm + be a sequent, where Fm is a sequence of formulas in T,. It is fairly 
easy to show that for every cut-free LK proof P for fm + , len(P) > 2”“. At the same 
time, we can show that LKO p-simulates tree resolution. Hence, Fm + gives an 
example to separate cut-free LK and LKO. 
3. Further related results and conclusions 
It is well known that there is no difference in efficiency of provability (based on 
polynomials) between LK with a full cut rule in tree form and that expressed as a 
Directed Acyclic Graph (or, equally, that expressed in a sequence). It is natural to ask 
whether our method used in Section 2 is applicable to LK in DAG form. The answer is 
partly yes. The very same sequence of tautologies r,, + A, gives an example to show 
that LKk in tree form does not p-simulate even cut-free LK in DAG regardless of the 
size of k. In other words, full cut rule is powerful enough to reinforce tree-form proofs 
so that it has the same efficiency of provability (based on polynomials) with DAG 
proofs, though a bounded complexity cut rule is too weak to fulfil this role. 
Theorem 2. For any LK proof in DAG, P, there exists a LK proof in tree form P’ such 
that 
(1) P and P’ have the same end-sequent. 
(2) the size of P’ = 0(n4), where n = size of P. 
Proof. We prove by induction on the number of nodes in P. 
Case 1: Suppose that the last inference J of P has one upper sequent, it is obvious. 
Case 2: Suppose that the last inference J of P has two upper sequents. Suppose, 
furthermore, that J is [v ; Left] in the form 
Then, by the induction hypothesis, there exists trees Qr (Qz) such that the end-sequent 
of Q1 (Qz) is A, r + A (B, lY + A) and the size of Qi (Qz) is bounded by O((size o~P~)~) 
and O((size o~P~)~), respectively. Let U = (s r, . . . , sj> denote the list of the lowermost 
sequents occurring in both Qi and Qz. For every sk ( = Dk + Ak) E U, we can easily 
obtain a simple proof R of (A Dk) I( v Ak), Dk + Ak of size O(n2). (For a cedent 
@ = HI, . . . . H,,,, v @ and A Q, are abbreviations of HI v . . . v H,,, and HI v . . . v H,,,.) 
Replace the subproofs up to sk in Q1 and Q2 by R. After inserting some structural 
inferences, we obtain proofs Q1 and Q”z of A, r,(~ II,) 2 (v Al), . . . ,( A Dj) 1 
(vAj)+AandB,r,(r\lI1)~(vA,), . . . , ( A nj) 3 ( v Aj) + A. Putting together these 
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two by [v; Left], we obtain a proof of 
Modify the tree proof of sk by adding at most n inferences into a tree as follows: 
-‘(A%) 3 (“Ad 
We eliminate the formulas ( h I&‘) 2 ( v A,) from A v B, I, ( A II,) 3 ( v Al), . . . , 
( A nj) 2 ( v Aj) + A by adding j cut inferences. Let P* denote the newly obtained tree 
proof. size(P*) = O(n4). 
Other cases can be handled in a similar manner. 
The following is the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3. LKk in tree form does not p-simulate cut-tree LK in DAG. 
Proof. Consider the following sequences of tautologies F” -+ a,; 
By induction on n, we prove that both I, -+ A,, and f” + &, have cut-free DAG 
proofs of size 0(n3), simultaneously. 
First we prove I?, + A,,. By the induction hypothesis, f,_ r + a,,._ 1 has a cut-free 
proof of size O((n - 1)3). Adding [ 1 ; Left] inference we get Ai, Vkzl A:, . . . . 
Vk, 1 Ah,_ 1 + ci (h = 1,2). Putting these two together by [ v ; Left] and adding some 
structural inferences and [ v ; Right], we obtain I, + A,,. The size of this 
proof = O((n - 1)3) + 7.0(n2) = 0(n3). Similarly, we can obtain a cut-free proof of 
i?;,--+&, by putting Ah,,VizlA’i ,..., Vf:=lAj:_,+c~ (h=l,..., k) together using 
[ v ; Left]. 
The size of the proof = O((n - 1)3) + (3k + 1). O(n’) = 0(n3). 0 
The reason why cut-free LK in DAG form has a polynomial proof of I, + A, lies in 
the fact that we can apply intermediate sequents in a DAG proof again and again. In 
the proof of Theorem 3, we use the subproof up to f,- 1 + a,_ 1 twice to construct he 
proof of I,, + An and k times to construct the proof of I=‘” + &. 
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